In this paper, the simple, reliable and efficient fabrication technology of spiral varying retarder (SVR) on Iceland spar for generating radially and azimuthally polarized beams from linearly polarized Gaussian beam for λ = 632.8 nm is shown. The SVR which consists of 20 sectors was made by laser-induced microplasma processing on plate area of 10 × 10 mm 2 in less than 7 minutes. When placing the SVR between two quarter wave plates with orthogonal fast axes the registration of typical images of intensity distribution in the far field in four analyzer positions (0°, 45°, 90°, 135°) confirmed the SVR's ability to generate radially polarized vector optical field. It was also shown that the placing of a half-wave plate, the fast axis of which is oriented at 45°relative to the direction of x axis, allows to create an azimuthally polarized vector optical field.
Introduction
In recent years radially and azimuthally polarized light with cylindrical polarization symmetry is widely used in the large amount of high technology applications like optical trapping [1] , [2] , cooling of atoms [3] , super-resolution microscopy [4] , including localized surface plasmon microscopy [5] , as well as data record and shortage systems [6] . It can also be used to improve the microprocessing quality in laser technology [7] - [11] .
For generation of the radially and azimuthally polarized beams with annular shape it was suggested substantial number of optical elements (OEs) and units placed inside or outside the cavity. Mostly in reported methods the generation of radially and azimuthally polarized light provides placing a specially constructed OE inside the cavity [12] - [14] . However, it leads to additional losses, also makes constructing of laser not only difficult, but impossible in some cases, for example, when constructing high power fiber lasers. It is for this reason placing of OE outside the cavity seems to be less complex in implementation and more attractive, especially for the example, mentioned above. Polarization converters can de designed for incident beam with linear and circular polarization.
For the incident linearly polarized beam an half wave plate (HWP) with continuously varying fast axis direction has to be constructed, with rotates the incident linear polarization by the angle necessary to produce a radial distribution of the electric field [9] , [15] , [16] . The azimuthal distribution of the electric field will be observed at HWP's output by its rotation by 45° [15] . The disadvantage of this simplest device for generating a radially or azimuthally polarized electric field distribution is its fabrication technology, which consists in fabrication of segments with different orientations of the direction of the fast axis and further fixing them with glue on a glass substrate or fused silica. Obviously, the presence of glue between the sectors and the substrate in such devices makes them unacceptable for the conversion of high-power laser beams. Also, subwavelength grating, generating local HWPs, can be used for generation of radially and azimuthally polarized light [17] . Such OEs alone translate linearly polarized light into radially polarized light and are also characterized by high radiation and thermal stability when formed on fused silica. However, their fabrication requires the recording of very deep structures with high resolution, for which a long and multistage process of electron-beam lithography is used [17] .
Much more devices and schemes are proposed for conversion of the incident circularly polarized beam. The radial or azimuthal polarization can be formed with a space-variant quarter wave plate (QWPs) possessing a radial symmetry [18] . Devices of QWPs are currently fabricated by the traditional method of creating sectors with different orientation of the fast axis and their further fixation using glue on glass plates or fused silica. Obviously, such devices also have a low damage threshold. Recently there have been reports of using self-assembled nanostructures, working like the space-variant QWPs, to convert circularly polarized Gaussian beams [19] , [20] . They are made on amorphous materials with high damage threshold by direct femtosecond laser recording. The fabrication duration of such OEs for areas with a size of 1.2 mm with nanostructures is 1.5 hours [19] . From the description of the resulting vector optical field at the output of QWPs with radial symmetry, the corresponding Jones vector shows that when the left circular polarized light vector falls on QWPs, the resulting vector optical field corresponds to the distribution of the azimuthal vector optical field with orbital angular momentum l = 1. When the right circular polarized light vector falls on QWPs the right of circularly polarized light, described by the corresponding Jones vector, at its output, the resulting vector optical field is characterized by radial distribution with l = -1 [19] .
The use of polarization converter schemes based on spatial light modulators (SLM) [21] , [22] , as also described above segmented HWPs [15] and segmented QWPs [23] is limited to the application with only low power lasers. This is due to their low destruction threshold. The schemes based on the use of diffraction-phase elements [24] , spiral phase plate (SPP), operating in conjunction with a linear analyzer of the radial type [25] , and elements whose operation principle based on electrooptical induced birefringence [26] , are difficult to adjust due to the high sensitivity of these elements to mechanical displacements. The use of interference methods [27] , including the placement of the SPP in one of the arms of the interferometer [28] , are characterized by an even higher sensitivity to mechanical displacements than those listed earlier.
Consideration of the various elements and units used to create a radially polarized vector optical field made it possible to establish that the value of such devices will increase multiply, if they are sufficiently simple additional OE (or OEs) will allow to create an azimuthally polarized vector optical field. At the same time, an additional OEs will be relatively simple to fabricate and alignment, as well as schemes with their use will be built on a single optical path.
The consideration outlined above did not include the creation of arbitrary vector optical fields associated with the use of metasurfaces, which can significantly improve and simplify the schemes for their implementing [23] , [29] , [30] . This is due to the fact that the creation of meta-surfaces and basis of the principles of their work is based on approaches that are currently at the stage of scientific research.
The promising direction of solving the problem of conversion high power linearly polarized Gaussian beams into annular beams with radial polarization is relatively easy in implementation using of unit consisting of two QWPs and SVR, made on a plate of linear birefringent uniaxial crystal, whose crystal axis is parallel to the plate's surface (Y-cut). The principle of operation of such SVRs is considered in detail, analyzed and experimentally confirmed in Refs. [31] , [32] . Also, SVR's design can be summarized as follows. SVR is an OE divided into sectors with a spiral-like relief h SVR , varying with azimuth angle θ in accordance with the expression [31] :
where h 0 is the initial crystal thickness (θ = 0°), λ is the wavelength, n o and n e are the refractive indices for ordinary and extraordinary waves respectively, m is an integer, θ varies within 0 to 2π. For conversion of linearly polarized light firstly into circularly polarized and then into radially polarized light, the SVR was placed between two orthogonally oriented QWPs, wherein slow axis of the first QWP was oriented at 45°to the x axis direction, and the slow axis of SVR was oriented at 45°to the x axis direction [32] .
At present time, as far as we know, two fabrication technologies were used to make such birefringent plates [31] , [32] . The first one was based on laser-induced backside wet etching (LIBWE) and was used to fabricate SVR on crystalline quartz -the material most commonly used in polarization optics owing to its exceptionally low losses in a wide spectral range (0.15 -4.50 μm). The quality of a radially polarized beam generating by SVR produced in accordance with the LIBWE technology on a Y-cut of crystalline quartz turned out to be low. According to the authors' opinion of Ref. [32] , this was directly related to the choice of the SVR fabrication technology. They also proposed SVR fabrication technology based on the use of a multistage dry etching process with inductively coupled argon gas plasma using silicone masks, the number of which was determined depending on the number of SVR sectors [32] . For SVRs from 8 sectors, 7 masks were used, that is, one less than the number of sectors. It was shown in Ref. [32] that for the conversion of linearly polarized light into radially polarized with an error in the phase shift of less than 5%, it is necessary to include at least 8 sectors in the SVR. The thickness of the first sector was considered to be equal to the thickness of the crystal plate from an uniaxial negative α-BBO crystal, which has significant birefringence in the range of its high transparency (0.19 -3.50 μm). The etching depth of each sectors provided that the value of the azimuth angle θ depends on the consecutive number of the sector as 2(s -1)π/S, was calculated as follows [32] :
where s is the consecutive number of sector, S is general number of sectors.
Testing the eight-sector SVR by placing it between two QWPs, despite a slight deviation in the thickness of each sector from the calculated ones, showed the purity of the detected radial polarization, close to the theoretical maximum possible for SVR with 8 sectors [32] . According to the concept of work performed by SVR, when converting of a linearly polarized beam into a radially polarized beam, an increase in the number of sectors would imply a higher purity of the polarization state [31] , [32] . When using etching with silicone masks an increase in the number of sectors will not lead to an increase in the duration of etching, since it is determined by the total depth of etching for a given wavelength. However, an increase in the number of sectors will certainly complicate the process of positioning, centering the masks relative to the fast axis of the crystal plate and their removal upon complexity of the etching process for each of sectors, and thus lead to a significant increase in the duration of SVR fabrication under this technology.
For the SVR's fabrication can be used gray scale photolithography with subsequent ion etching. Despite its high quality such technology is a long multi-step process requiring high precision facilities. Today gray-scale photolithography is already used for fabrication a birefringent phase plate (BPP) on YVO 4 crystal [33] . The BPP operates in conjunction with a polarization demodulator consisting of a QWP, the fast axis of which is oriented at 22.5°to the x axis direction and an HWP, the fast axis of which is oriented at 45°to the x axis direction [33] . This placing allows to generate arbitrary polarized vector optical field. The principle of BPP operation shows that using a BPP of continuous profile with a demodulator allows creating arbitrary vector optical fields. To confirm the ability of BPP in conjunction with QWP and HWP to create an arbitrary vector optical field, the distribution of the BPP etching depth for the implementation of the radial vector optical field was calculated and constructed and tested according to the BPP calculation [33] . Experimental results were consistent with numerical simulations with insignificant different due to manufacturing errors. The BPP, like SVR, is set to a single optical path, and its principle of operation is close to the principle of the SVR.
So, the SVR is a relatively simple and convenient in operation OE that can transform linearly polarized Gaussian beams into annular beams with high quality radial polarization in combination with two QWPs. We suppose that SVR has not been widely used yet because lack of simple, reliable and efficient technology of its fabrication on crystalline material with significant birefringence is absented.
After analyzing the optical scheme with SVR [31] , [32] , and also taking into account the scheme for creating a radially polarized vector field by BPP together with QWP and HWP, described in Ref.
[33], we propose our own scheme for creating a radially polarized vector field, which by introducing an additional HWP, the fast axis of which is oriented at 45°relative to the x axis direction, can be converted to azimuthally polarized.
Background

Schemes for Generating Radially and Azimuthally Polarized Vector Optical Fields
In contrast to the scheme used in Refs. [31] , [32] , as well as the scheme used in Ref. [33] , to create a radially polarized vector field with a placed SVR, which is essentially equivalent to BPP, with a fast axis oriented in the x axis direction between two QWPs, the first axis of which is fast oriented at -45°direction relative to the x axis direction, and the second at 45°relative to the x axis direction ( Fig. 1(a) ).
The HWP with the orientation of the fast axis at 45°relative to the x axis direction allowed the radially polarized beam to be converted into azimuthally polarized ( Fig. 1(b) ). In order to illustrate the operation principle of SVR we described its work, based on the Jones matrices. Under the condition that the polarization angle of the incident light is 0°to the x axis direction, the Jones vector E i n of the incident light:
Since the fast axis of the QWP1 is oriented at the -45°to the x axis direction the Jones Matrix J 1 is expressed as:
where i is the imaginary unit.
If the fast axis of the SVR is oriented at the x axis direction, the Jones matrix J SVR is written as:
Due to birefringent material used in the SVR plate, the phase delay between the ordinary and the extraordinary polarized light can be generating. In Eq. (5) δ 1 (x, y) is the phase delay ordinary polarized light, and δ 2 (x, y) is the phase delay between the ordinary and the extraordinary polarized light, δ 2 (x, y) in general can have an arbitrary and continuous distribution, determined by the surface relief of the SVR.
The Jones matrix J 2 of the QWP2, whose fast axis is oriented at 45°to the x axis direction is given as:
After passing the QWP1, the SVR and the QWP2, linearly polarized light is transformed to the radial polarized light in accordance with the SVR relief.
The Jones matrix J 3 of the HWP, whose fast axis is oriented at 45°to the x axis direction expressed as:
The Jones matrix E out of light passing through the QWP1, the SVR, the QWP2 is calculated as:
The Jones matrix E out of light passing through the QWP1, the SVR, the QWP2 and the HWP is expressed as:
As can be seen from Eqs. (8) and (9), the polarization distribution of the output light is related to the amount of phase delay δ 2 (x, y) is given the depth distribution of SVR relief.
The polarization distribution of the radial vector optical field can be defined as [33] :
and the polarization distribution of azimuthal vector optical field can be defined as [34] :
Here θ(x, y) is the polarization angle of the linear polarized light at each point in the vector optical field. By comparing Eqs. (8) and (10) and also Eqs. (9) and (11) it is seen that θ(x, y) is related to δ 2 (x, y) as follows:
The amount of phase delay δ 2 (x, y) has following relationship with the depth distribution h SVR (x, y) of SVR plate:
Сonsidering Eq. (12) h SVR (x, y) can be written as:
From Eq. (14) the correspondence between the SVR and the depth distribution is visible. The continuity of the SVR depth variation will ensure the continuity of the polarization of the vector optical field. In the case of an SVR consisting of sectors, it is obvious that a larger number of sectors with a smaller depth step can provide a better picture of the continuity of the vector optical field. Distributions of radial and azimuthal optical fields in accordance with Eqs. (10) and (11), will take place at a continuous or close to continuous change in the relief of the depth of the SVR plate, in accordance with the expression:
Choice of SVR Fabrication Technology
Recently, we have proposed a technology for fabrication OEs for various purposes on optical amorphous materials by the laser-induced microplasma (LIMP) etching [35] , [36] . The essence of this technology can be summarized as follows. When scanning a focused laser beam with a wavelength λ = 1.064 μm in the close contact of an optically transparent material and a highly absorbing solid target at the interface of two, a plasma flame is formed. A pressed graphite plate with a high absorption capacity of A ∼ 1.0 in the wavelength range of 0.2 -2.0 μm is used as a solid target. The emerging erosion plasma flame heats the back surface of the processed material to high temperatures, providing spallation ablation. Thus, the surface of the processed material is designed in accordance with the specified pattern and the required depth. The LIMP etching has your disadvantages and bottlenecks as all techniques of laser-induced plasma-assisted processing of transparent materials (for example, LIPAA [37] , LIBWE [38] , LIBDE [39] and etc). Several of ones are the use of laser beam absorber for initiation of plasma, the high influence of plasma parameters on the quality of surface processing [36] , the low resolution in the plane of etching at the compared of photolithography, the additional removal of carbon-like products on the next step after laser writing of OEs [40] . However, such technology of fast fabrication of different OEs is very effective for scientific laboratories and small fabrications. The effectivity processing of transparent materials (with amorphous and crystalline structure) by LIMP was studied in the past [35] , [36] , [41] . This technology was successfully used to create a wide class of OEs [35] and recently it was tested in the fabrication of a random phase plate (RPP) on Iceland spar (uniaxial CaCO 3 crystal) plate [41] . In the experiments of the fabrication of RPPs (binary OEs), the range of laser irradiation regimes was determined, allowing to vary the etching depth in the range of up to 14 μm [41] . In this work we decided to try the use of LIMP for fabrication of SVR, which is a much more complex OE than RPP because of multilevel structure. We would like to underline that the using a single OE consisting of segmented HWPs and allowing to receive azimuthally polarized light by simple turn the device from HWPs by 45°have advantages compared the alternative techniques. However, we also understood that the fabrication of OE with different orientations of the crystal axis of HWPs by LIMP technology is impossible, because it allows varying the etching depth, but does not allow changing the direction of the crystal axis in the corresponding sectors. In all the so-called schemes of single optical path (except for the scheme with segmented HWPs) for the conversion of linearly or circularly polarized light into radially or azimuthally polarized, except for the main element, which is a birefringent plate with a varying surface profile, additional polarization OEs are used as a rule. Therefore, we tried to construct our variants of schemes with a minimum number of OEs. 
SVR Fabrication Procedure
Experimental setup for the fabrication of SVR (Fig. 2(a) ) contained a nanosecond fiber ytterbium laser (λ = 1.064 μm), whose beam was moved along the x and y axes by scanning system (1) based on galvanometric scanners. The focusing of the laser beam in the plane of the contact plate of Iceland spar (3) and solid carbon target (4) was carried out using a flat field objective (f = 210 mm) (2), creating a beam diameter in the waist d 0 = 50 μm and processing in the field of 100 × 100 mm size.
To test the ability of our proposed schemes for obtaining a radially polarized vector optical field and an azimuthally polarized vector optical field, we chose the number of sectors for making an SVR equal to 20. Such a choice of the number of sectors was made by us on the basis of ideas that, with a small difference in the depth of the sectors, it would be possible to consider the surface relief SVR as continuous. In addition, when choosing the number of sectors, we were guided by a well-known fact, that with an increase in the number of sectors in SVR, the efficiency of converting linearly polarized light into light with radial polarization increases, approaching the theoretical limit. In the LIMP technology, the most important limitation on the number of sectors in the SVR is the diameter of the waist of the laser beam in the plane of contact between the plate and the solid target. With the beam waist diameter d 0 = 50 μm, implemented on an experimental setup, shown in Fig. 2(a) , the number of sectors can reach theoretically ∼600. However, even increasing the number of sectors to 100 will allow to consider the SVR profile continuous. Recent experiments on fabrication of SVR with a flat field objective, which creates a 25 µm focal spot in the scanning plane, definitely show that such increase of sectors' number to 100 or more is possible.
Estimation of etching depth for each of the SVR sectors, which schematic image is shown in Fig. 2(b) , was performed according to Eq. (2). Calculation for λ = 632.8 nm, n o = 1.655 and n e = 1.485 (Table 1) showed that even with the number of sectors equal to 20, we fit into the experimentally found depth range.
Choosing the range of technological regimes ensuring the absence of cracks and punctures in the SVR sectors required a significant number of experiments. In such experiments we changed some laser irradiation parameters as the average power P, pulse repetition rate ν, scanning speed U, and the number of scans N. The pulse duration τ during the experiment was constant and equal to 50 ns. Experimental definitions of the range of regimes are given in Table 2 . Depth of formed microrelief depends on the number of laser pulses k = d 0 ν/U, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . On graphs presented the results with use of optimal pulses number in the laser spot of the single track for one and several scans. The higher accuracy of the desired depth was obtained at the less number pulses in the laser spot of single track (less than 5) and more numbers of scans (10 and more). At this case, the probability of crystalline sample damage was minimum. The maximum practical value of number scans was about 15. The effectivity of etching greatly decreased at the more numbers of scans and the depth was practically not increased. Increase the number of laser pulses allowed to rise of processing effectivity at the phase optical elements fabrication. In this case, the more etching depth was achieved after one scan. However, a lot of pulses number raised probability of cracks and gouges formation in the treatment region. The optimal number of pulses was 3 -5 for average power density and 2 -3 for maximum power density from Table 2 . The optimal ratio of pulse number and number of scans was determined experimentally. The study of crystalline materials processing by this technique and its features presented in our previous work [41] . The fabrication of RPP on the CaCO 3 plate by LIMP technology and its testing in experimental setup of laser beam homogenization were successfully implemented, too. Also it can be seen that the range of CaCO 3 processing regimes is significantly narrower than the range of suitable regimes for processing of fused silica -an amorphous material [41] . We associate this fact with the significant birefringence of Iceland spar and its fragility (hardness on a scale Mohs is 3). The SVR fabricated by LIMP is shown in Fig. 2(c) .
After fabrication procedure of SVR, it was studied with scanning electron microscope (SEM) «Zeiss Supra 40 VP» and profilometer «Hommel Tester T8000» with resolution of 10 nm. Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) shows SEM-image of the SVR's region, Fig. 3(d) shows roughness one of SVR's sectors. The spiral form of whole SVR and the gradually changing height of each sector are clearly seen from Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) . The surface quality in the area of microplasma's flame action has been found acceptable. Also, there are no any punctures and cracks. The roughness R z of the SVR's surface does not exceed 50 nm (Fig 3(d), curve 1) . Measured etched depth of SVR and its relative deviation from calculated depth are given in Table 1 . The table shows that relative error of etched depth of each sector of SVR decreases with the increasing depth of sectors and is no more than 0.8%. The decrease in the surface roughness values R z of the SVR's sectors should lead to a further decrease in the relative error of etching depths in the sectors creating a deviation in the phase delay, and, accordingly, to an increase in the quality of the beam conversion. As far as we know, data on the annealing parameters of an anisotropic CaCO 3 crystal to reduce values R z are not available in the literature. However, it was determined that when heated to a temperature of 1158 K at a normal atmospheric pressure of 1013 hPa CaCO 3 decompose into CaO and CO 2 without melting [42] . The regime of annealing the CaCO 3 plate with SVR was found experimentally. In Fig. 3(d) (curve 2) shows the roughness profile of one of the SVR's sectors after heat treatment in a furnace at a temperature of 823 ± 50 K for 12.0 ± 0.5 hours. The value of roughness R z of surface of SVR sectors as a result of additional heat treatment was reduced to 35 ± 5 nm. This will be correct for any OEs fabricated by the LIMP technology on CaCO 3 plate.
During the experiments to determine the fabrication regimes of SVR on a CaCO 3 crystal, which is much more fragile than crystalline quartz, we found that the LIMP technology can also be used to form structures on the surface of other optically transparent crystalline materials with significant birefringence. However, it is obvious that for each specific material it will be necessary to select technological regimes that provide not only acceptable quality in the area of processing to a given etching depth, but also the absence of cracks and gouges surrounding the OEs formation area.
Also, we would like to note that there are no restrictions on the use of various scanning trajectories when creating relief on the SVR surface by the LIMP. The fact that in this paper we focused on the formation of a relief, which provides the creation of a radially polarized vector field and, accordingly, an azimuthally polarized vector field, achieving by simple placing HWP behind the block with SVR, in no way limits the use of this technology to create OEs, providing an arbitrary vector field.
SVR Testing Procedure
To confirm the ability of SVR fabricated by LIMP to generate radially or azimuthally polarized light such SVR was placed into experimental setup, which is shown in Fig. 4(a) . The experimental setup for testing SVR was contained He-Ne laser (λ = 632.8 nm) (1), telescope with 3 х magnification (2) for beam expanding, polarizer (3), QWP1 (4), SVR (5), QWP2 (6), HWP (7) with the possibility of extraction from the optical system, analyzer (8) , collecting lens (9) with focal length f = 60 mm, CMOS-camera «Gentec Beamage 3.0» (10) , placed in the focal plane of the collecting lens. Choosing the He-Ne laser with beam quality М 2 = 1.0 in the experimental setup caused by minimizing errors related to the quality of conversion of linearly polarized Gaussian beams. It used at the testing procedure as the popular laser source with excellent/etalon parameters of beam (high coherence, beam quality and monochromaticity, small divergence, linear polarization, stability of optical power and other). The fiber laser had more optical power than He-Ne laser that allowed use fiber laser for SVR fabrication, but other parameters of this beam were a lot of worse than ones of He-Ne laser. The demonstration of conversion the polarization light from linearly into radially was made through a registration of intensity distribution in the far field. The radius of wave front curvature here is close to infinity. Experimental far field intensity distribution was obtained in the focal plane after focusing of output beam by a spherical lens with focal length of 60 mm (Fig. 4(a) ). The photosensitive area of the CMOS-camera was located in this plane. Registration was upon four positions of analyzer (0°, 45°, 90°, 135°) relative to the transmission axis of polarizer, also with its absence in the optical scheme. When the analyzer is absent in the SVR optical scheme, annular intensity distribution is observed in the lens focal plane (Fig. 4(b) ). After placing the analyzer into the optical scheme, two rotating lobs during rotation of the analyzer are clearly seen (Fig. 4(c) ). The analyzer blocked the light with linear polarization, which vector was perpendicular oriented to it axis. On the other hand, the light with linear polarization was transmitted if its vector was parallel oriented to analyzer axis. White arrows are the transmission axis direction of the analyzer. The obtained results show the evidence about the SVR placed between two orthogonally oriented QWPs convert of linearly polarized He-Ne laser beam into high quality radially polarized beam [15] , [31] .
The demonstration of conversion the polarization light from linearly into azimuthally was made through a registration of intensity distribution in the far-field after placement of the HWP, whose fast axis was oriented at 45°to the x axis direction, behind the SVR system. The registration was in the lens' focal plane upon four positions of analyzer (0°, 45°, 90°, 135°) relative to the transmission axis of polarizer, also with its absence in the optical setup. Obtained results (Figs. 4(d) and 4(e) ) show that the SVR in conjunction with two QWPs and HWP is capable of converting a linearly polarized beam into a high quality azimuthally polarized beam.
The operating principle of SVR can be extended to the laser beams with other wavelengths. For effective work of SVR the etching depth should be recalculated by Eq. (2). Nowadays, experiments are being carried out on the application of SVR system for the transformation of a linearly polarized Gaussian beam of the Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1.064 μm) with the nanosecond range of the pulse duration into radially or azimuthally polarized light. The SVR fabricated on the CaCO 3 plate is an excellent alternative to liquid crystal technologies for the high-power laser beams and ultra-short laser pulses with a high repetition rate, because the damage threshold of a transparent crystal plate is a higher than for liquid crystal elements. Moreover, the thermal stability of calcite reaches 1090 K that much higher than for liquid crystal [43] .
Conclusion
To sum up, the following can be stated: a simple, reliable and efficient fabrication technology of SVR for conversion of linearly polarized Gaussian beams into radially or azimuthally polarized beams is presented. The SVR was produced on the plate of uniaxial crystal material (Iceland spar) the crystal axis of which is oriented parallel to the surface of the plate (Y-cut). The duration of fabrication of SVR with 20 sectors does not exceed 7 minutes.
Determination of laser irradiation ranges of regimes to achieve 50 nm roughness in the processed region and necessary depths of each sectors for perfect operation of SVR were found experimentally. It was experimentally shown that the roughness value R z of the surface of the SVR sectors can be reduced to 35 ± 5 nm as a result of additional heat treatment in a furnace at a temperature of 823 ± 50 K for 12 ± 0.5 hours. The LIMP technology for SVR fabrication allows reaching a range of depths on CaCO 3 up to 14 μm.
During experiments on the formation of the SVR surface, it was found that necessary for the operation of the SVR the depth of its relief can be achieved by using different scanning trajectories. This fact leads to increases its application fields for processing of crystal plates for other purposes, which includes producing OEs, generating arbitrary vector optical fields. This follows from Eqs. (8) and (9) in which the distribution of phase delay δ 2 (x, y), defined by the SVR relief depth distribution, can be made arbitrary.
SVR testing was performed with a He-Ne laser setup. Obtained test results provide our hope that SVR system will be widely applicated for conversion of linearly polarized Gaussian beams into radially and azimuthally polarized annular beams.
